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We Both Read books offer an easy and enjoyable way to 

encourage and help children to read! The books feature a 

unique format with two alternating reading levels for readers 

with different abilities to take turns reading aloud. Research 

has shown that use of this series can significantly accelerate 

reading development for both reluctant and eager readers.

 Typically, a parent or teacher reads the pages with higher 

level text, and a child reads the pages written at one of six 

early reading levels. However, many schools also use the books 

for buddy-reading between students with different reading 

skills (usually from different grades). Please note that an “adult 

talking” icon      precedes the higher level text, and a “child 

talking” icon       precedes the easier level text. This e-book edition 

can be used with two readers at a computer or with an entire 

class and a teacher using an interactive whiteboard.

 This e-book is in PDF format, and we recommend view-

ing it in Two Page View. In most cases, you can do this by 

going to View in your top navigation bar, then selecting Page 

Display > Two Page View or Two-Up Continuous. If available, 

in Page Display, also click Show Cover Page in Two-Page View. 

This should set up the e-book so that this page is on the left 

side. If this page is on the right side in Two Page View, we  

recommend viewing the book in Single Page View. 
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Special Notes for Parent

 You may find it helpful to read the entire book aloud yourself 

the first time, then invite your child to participate the second 

time. As you read, try to make the story come alive by reading 

with expression. This will help to model good fluency. It will 

also be helpful to stop at various points to discuss what you are 

reading. This will help to increase your child’s understanding 

of what is being read. In some books, a few challenging words 

are introduced in the higher level text, distinguished with bold 

lettering. Pointing out and discussing these words will help to 

build your child’s vocabulary. 

 If your child struggles with a word, you can encourage 

“sounding it out,” but keep in mind that not all words can be 

sounded out. Your child might pick up clues about a word 

from the picture, other words in the sentence, or any rhyming 

patterns. If your child struggles with a word for more than 

five seconds, it is usually best to simply say the word.

 Most of all, remember to praise your child’s efforts and 

keep the reading fun. After you have finished the book, ask 

a few questions and discuss what you have read together. To 

help increase your child’s comprehension and fluency, also 

consider rereading the book multiple times.

 Try to keep these tips in mind as you read together, but 

don’t worry about doing everything right. Simply sharing the 

enjoyment of reading together will increase your child’s read-

ing skills and help to start your child off on a lifetime of reading 

enjoyment! 
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 Imagine you are a space alien flying high above the earth. 
You look down at the beautiful planet below and what do 
you see?
 Water! You see lots and lots of water. And most of that 
water is contained in the oceans of earth.

Earth from space

Map of Earth
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The earth is covered by much more water than 
land. You could fit all the land on the earth 
into the oceans three times! 
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 There are four major oceans on earth. They are the 
Pacific, the Atlantic, the Indian, and the Arctic. There are 
also many smaller seas.
 These oceans and most seas are all really one large  
connected body of water broken up by big pieces of land  
we call continents.

Palau Islands
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The Pacific is the biggest ocean. You can sail 
on it for many days and never see land.

Ship at sea
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 A second group of plants and animals that live in the 
ocean, called the benthos, live on or in the ocean floor. They 
can be found throughout the ocean, from the shore to the 
greatest depths of the sea.
 This group contains such unique life forms as coral, 
sponges, anemones, sea stars, crabs, clams, and sea squirts.

 Sea squirt
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Some people call this animal a starfish. But it 
is not a fish at all. The real name for it is a sea 
star.

Sea star
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 Some kinds of fish swim together in large groups called 
schools. Schools are usually made up of fish that are eaten 
by larger predatory fish.  Maybe there really is safety in 
numbers!

 School of anthias fish 
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Not all fish swim in schools. This fish is the 
kind that likes to eat other fish.

Zebra lionfish
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 Most of the animals in the ocean are able to breathe 
underwater. But some ocean animals need to come to the 
surface to breathe.  
 Whales and dolphins are mammals, just like us, and they 
would drown if they could not get to the surface for air.

Killer whale
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Dolphins love to play. People like to watch 
them swim and jump.

 Bottle-nosed dolphin
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 Sea turtles spend most of their time in the water, only 
coming to the surface to breathe. The only time they actually 
leave the ocean is to lay their eggs under the sand on the 
beach. About two months later, the baby turtles are born.

Sea turtle
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Baby sea turtles are born under the sand.  
They have to dig their way out.  Then they 
have to find their way to the ocean.

Baby sea turtle 
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 Sea lions, walruses, sea otters, and seals are mammals 
that spend much of their lives in the ocean. They might move 
slowly and clumsily on land, but they are swift and graceful 
in the water.

Baby harp seal
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Most sea otters sleep on their backs in the water. 
All sea otters eat on their backs in the water.

Sea otter
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 Unfortunately, one other way that humans use the ocean 
is as a dumping ground. Everything from trash to sewage 
to toxic waste goes into the sea.
 We used to think that the ocean could handle all that 
pollution, but now we know it can’t. 

Seashore pollution
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You can help. You can find out more about the 
ocean. You can share all you know with other 
people. 

Warning sign at beach
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 The more you know about the ocean, the more you 
appreciate how important it is. It is one of our most precious 
resources. Life on earth could not exist without it. 

Coral reef
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If we help take care of the ocean, the ocean 
will help take care of us. 

Sunrise on the ocean




